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In 1991, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) established
an Airworthiness Assurance NDI Validation Center (AANC) at
Sandia National Laboratories. Its primary mission is to support
technology development, validation, and transfer to industry in
order to enhance the airworthiness and improve the aircraft
maintenance practices of the U.S. commercial aviation industry.
The Center conducts projects in a myriad of engineering
disciplines. The results are placed in the public domain so that
the industry at-large can reap the benefits of FAA-funded Research
and Development efforts. To support the Center’s goals, the
FAA/AANC has set up a hangar facility at the Albuquerque
International Airport which contains a collection of transport and
commuter aircratl as well as other test specimens. The facility
replicates a working maintenance environment by incorporating
both the physical inspection difficulties as well as the
environmental factors which inffuence maintenance reliability.

Sandia’s charter with the FAA includes a wide array of
airworthiness assurance disciplines such as nondestructive
inspection, structural mechmics, engines, landing gear,
crashworthiness, computer science, tire safety, and advanced
materials. In its existing role with the FAA, Sandia’s
Airworthiness Assurance NDI Validation Center works with
researchers, aircraft manufacturers, and airlines to foster new
technologies associated with civil aircraft maintenance and
structural repair. The basic goal is to support the development and
evaluation of new technology.

A key aspect of Sandia’s ability to carry out this work is the
utilization of a formal validation process which matches specific
test activities with a technology’s state of maturity. This validation
process has been reviewed and approved by the aviation industry.
It has been used in numerous projects to optimize technology
fhsion and subsequent transfer to airline end users.

The AANC can support customers in numerous technical
disciplines. AANC’S main role in each technical discipline would
be validation and the integration of new technology into FAAIAir
Force/NASA laboratories, Department of Defense (DoD)
maintenance and logistics centers, and commercial aircraft
maintemmce depots as appropriate. The sections below discuss
AANC’S background in aircraft industry technology that can
support the goals of government and industry customer programs.

The evaluation expertise and test capabilities available at Sandia
National Laboratories provide a balanced combination of
technology development and performance assessment from
parallel hardware tests. The test specimens may range from
simple, idealized structures to complex, multi-element structures.
These structures may also include additional variables such as
material flaws or other off-design conditions. In addition to the
NDI validation laboratory, Sandia’s capabilities include a broad
range of test facilities relevant to aircraft and other structural
anaiysis. The physical parameters to be measured may include
load, acceleration, stress/strain, displacemen~ flaw growth, energy
dissipation, natural frequencies and mode shapes, and damping.

Validation and Technology Transfer

Key to carrying out the government or industry initiatives is a
formal validation process developed by AANC which matches
specific test activities with a technology’s state of maturity.

Technology validation involves the independent quantitative and
systematic evaluation of both the reliability and implementation
costs of a design, analysis, or process. The objective is to provide
quantifiable evidence that a particular technology is capable of
achieving a satisfactory result. The validation process takes into
account a number of specific issues ranging from human factors to
the construction of suitable Validation Assemblies (test articles) to
the need for comprehensive and uniform validation exercises. It
has been used in numerous projects to optimize technology fusion
and subsequent transfer to maintenance depot end users. Some
examples of successful, multi-discipline projects with industry
include:

1. Eddy Current Inspection Reliability Experiment -
This experiment was the first in civil aviation history to assess the
reliability of existing aircraft inspections. It determined the
probability of detecting cracks around rivet holes using standard
eddy current techniques.

2. DC-9 Wing Box Inspection - The AANC teamed
with Northwestern Umverslty, North west Airlines, McDonnell
Douglas, and SAIC to produce an improved method for inspecting
DC-9 aircraft. An ultrasonic technique was validated and
transferred into a cost-saving field application for the inspection of
corrosion in the DC-9 wing tee caps.

3. Application of Composite Doublers on
Commercial Aircr - T e~
Lines. Lockheed-Martin. and Textron to vroduce the first use of
bonded composite doublers on U.S. comni;rcial aircraft. Through
the use of laboratory test structures and flight demonstrations on
an in-service L-1011 airplane, this study investigated composite
doubler design, fabrication, installation, and nondestructive
inspection issues. The AANC consulted Air Force expertise to
introduce this new repair technique to commercial aircraft and
obtained FAA approval for its use.

4. Evaluation of RAPID Repair Design Software -
The FAA is developing a PC sofhvare package (Repair
Assessment Procedure and Integrated Design - RAPID) to assist in
the design and analysis of structural repairs to commercial aircraft.
The AANC has supported this effort by conducting a series of
Iaboratosy experiments that assessed RAPID damage tolerance
analysis capabilities for complex repairs. Large-panel fatigue tests
on engineered repair specimens were used to compare RAPID
predicted residual strength, crack growth, and rivet load
predictions with experimental measurements. The continued
development of RAPID was guided by these validation
benchmarks.

5. Visual Inspection Reliability Assessment - The
AANC conducted experiments, using inspectors from industry, to
assess various visuai acuity tipects-of tircraft inspections. -The
Air Transport Association Inspection Subcommittee feels that the
experiment results will induce improvements in today’s
maintenance practices.

6. Full-Scale Aircraft Structure Testing - The AANC
has conducted both in-situ and laboratory n-scale tests on
aircraft structure. Fuselage pressurization tests were performed on
the AANC Boeing 737 Transport Aircr& Testbed in order to
study the phenomenon of Widespread Fatigue Damage (WFD).
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Also, to support the assessment of composite doubler repair
technology, the AANC developed a biaxial test facility for testing
aircraft fuselage sections. The facility is capable of providing
computer-controlled pressure and axial loads to a curved, 14’X 14’
aircraft panel.

7. Evaluation of Space Shuttle Attachment Fixtures -
Sandia provided NASA/B oemg with a newly manufactured and
tested airborne support equipment assembly. Three axis, design
verification load tests were conducted on fracture critical flight
hardware assemblies using computer controlled hydraulic
actuators. The new assembly permits the launch of heavier
payloads on fhture space shuttle missions.

8. Integration of Thermography Into Air Force
Maintenance – The AANC conducted a comprehenswe assessment
of the apphcation of thermography to detect flaws in composite
and metallic honeycomb structure and bonded composite doublers.
The program also included the integration of thermography
(training, manuals, procedures) into the Air Logistic Centers.

9. Ak Force Structural Repair of Aging Aircraft

m ;;~d~~ ;~&~~;;~;!c;~~?n~s~~;;;
address a myriad of metallic and composite inspection problems.
The project, currently underway, involves structural integrity
issues and will match damage tolerance needs with inspection
sensitivity and probability of flaw detection.

Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory
operated by Sandia Ccnpration, a
Lockkd Martin Company, for the
United States Department of Energy
under contract DE-AC04-94AL85~.
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textbooks [1,2,3] and will only be described briefly below. Figure 2 is based or
magnitude estimates at one atmosphere pressure.
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Figure 1. Fire& Suppression Time and Length Scales

Information transfer is very fast over intermolecular distances (10-’ to 10-’m) because molecular
velocities are of order 500 m/s at ambient conditions. At intermolecular distances, the
characteristic time scale (z in Figure 2) for information transfer is linearly dependent on the
molecular velocity. While the molecular velocities are high, they are not directional, but random.

Random walk processes are inefficient at transporting information in a given direction. The time
scale for information transfer from a random walk process is proportional to the square of the
distance over continuum length scales (above 10-6m). Diffusion is the term applied to random
walk processes at continuum length scales. Species, momentum, and energy transport all occur
due to random walk processes that are described at a continuum level by their statistical
properties, i.e., species diffusivity, viscosity, and thermal diffisivity, respectively.

Therefore, as shown in Figure 2, information takes much longer to transfer than one would
expect given the high molecular velocity for length scales above roughly 106 m (temperature and
pressure dependent) where sufficient molecules exist for continuum. From this length scale range
to roughly 10-3m (bulk velocity dependent), diffusion dominates the information transfer. At
these length scales, it is the fastest information transfer process due to the high molecular
velocities compared to the mean flow (convection) velocity. However, as distances become
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greater, convection processes become faster at information transfer than random diffusional
processes and begin to dominate information transfer. Depending on the characteristic velocity
and diffisional characteristics, information is transfened faster by convection at length scales
above the millimeter to centimeter level than by diffusion.
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Figure 2. Transport Process Time and Length Scales.

FIRE AND SUPPRESSION PHENOMENOLOGY

In this section, the authors will discuss the phenomena that need to be captured in order to
produce a fme suppression model with engineering usefulness. The fundamental transport
processes in Figure 2 determine the length scales and time scales for physical and chemical
processes. Thus, a description of the phenomena important to suppression will be by process (or
equivalently length scale over which that process is dominant).

At the smallest scales, molecular chemistry is dominant. Ultimately, local flame extinction will
occur when the last molecular collision capable of sustaining the composition or temperature to
sustain a flame is prevented. These collisional processes are represented at a continuum level by
Arrhenius type reaction rates. The most important variables for these rates are species
concentrations and temperature. These rate equations only apply over length scales in which the
temperature and species are uniform. Diffusional processes result in gradients in the hundred
micrometer to millimeter scale in flames, limiting the length scale for which a given temperature
and species concentration apply.
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There are three important features that must be captured by a fire suppression model in this
length scale regime; dilution, thermal suppression, and chemical suppression. All suppressants
result in dilution. Dilution is simply the displacement of fuel or air molecules by suppressant
molecules that lower the overall concentrations of fuel and oxygen. If the suppressant has a low
tem@rature relative to the reactions in the flame zone, then it can lower the reaction temperature
and, thus, slow the reaction rates for all elementary reactions occurring within that region. The
magnitude of the effect is dependent on the heat capacity and temperature of the suppressant. If
the suppressant is chemically active, then it can interfere with elementary reaction steps, e.g.,
chain branching by radical scavenging. Finding a chemically active suppressant is the subject of
numerous halon replacement chemical studies of recent years. The research is difficult for many
reasons, including toxicity, ODP, global warming potential, etc. Another is the complexity of the
chemical mechanisms involved, cf. [4,5]. The construction of these chemical mechanisms to
their current state of completion has taken many man-decades of work and represents a
significant achievement in the understanding of flame chemistry and fire suppression.
Ultimately, the chemical reaction rates are very temperature sensitive. Whether by dilution,
thermal, or chemical suppression, when the temperature of the flame zone falls below a critical
temperature, flame extinction will occur.

At larger length scales, diffusion produces gradients in temperature and species concentration
creating what is recognizable as a diffusion flame. The character of this flame is determined by
three factors: 1) the molecular chemistry that leads to heat release (primary reaction zone), 2) a
balance between diffisional processes transporting heat and product species away from the
reaction zone (arid into the surrounding fhel and air to produce radicals), and 3) convection
processes that, at times, are assisting or retarding the diffusional transport.

As an example, Figure 3a shows a simplified representation of a flame that exists in a shear
layer. A section of this flame that has a mean convective inflow is idealized in Figure 3b as an
opposed flow diffision flame. In this flame, the mean convective inflow is balanced by outflow
(flame stretch) along the axis of the flame. Since inflow occurs from both the air and fuel side,
the inflow velocity must go to zero at the centerline. Therefore, a velocity gradient is set up
normal to the flame. Velocity gradients that do not introduce rotational flow, strain the flow. In
other words, the convective inflow into a stagnation region produces a strain in the flow. Hence,
the flame is often referred to as a strained Iaminar diffusion flame. Increasing the inflow velocity
increases the strain, and at a critical level that is dependent on temperature and suppressant
concentrations, the flame extinguishes, cf. [6,7].

The most important feature to capture in the diffusional regime for a fire suppression model is
extinction by flame strain. Figure 3C shows cross-sectional schematics of flames with different
levels of inflow velocity (flame strain). As the inflow velocity increases, the width of the
diffusion flame decreases [8] and the increased flow rate results in an increase in flame surface
area. As the flame thins, species have less time residing in the flame before they are convected
away[9]. It is reasonable to assume that this decrease in residence time most strongly affects the
slowest reactions [10, 11]. These are the exothermic recombination reactions occurring at the
center of the flame zone which are producing the high temperatures that sustain the reaction rate.
Hence, the temperature is lowered as these reactions have less time to complete. The lower
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temperature results in even longer completion times. Once a critical limit is reached, the reaction
rates collapse leading to flame extinction.

(A) (B)

Flame strain produces
reduction in residence time
at high temperatures

The reduction in residence time
reduces the time for chem”cal
reactions and, thuej lowers the
Desk temperature until the flame

Figure 3. A Schematic of a Diffusion Flame in a Shear Layer

This description is somewhat idealized for real fires since turbulent flow creates unsteady inflow-
velocity, species, and temperature fluctuations on the flame, multidimensional diffusion effects
resulting from flame curvature, and flame-flame interactions. These features may affect the
‘quantitative requirements for flame extinction and are the subject of current combustion research.
Also, in general, both diffusion and premixed flames can exist in a given region. However,
premixed flame extinction can also described in a similar manner [1 1].

The most important feature at convective length scales that must be captured in a fire suppression
model is transport into and out of turbulent recirculation zones. Transport issues include
momentum and suppressant mixing in turbulent flows. Military platforms typically have
significant geometric complexity which create recirculation zones and turbulent eddies of all
sizes from compartment scales down to diffisional scales.

Assuming an ignition source, the transport of fuel vapor and air must be captured sufllciently
well to mark the, flame zones that require extinction, particularly those that are hardest to
suppress. To the extent that buoyancy influences the overall flow during the suppression
injection transient, then the heat release from the fire must also be captured. To the extent that
the flow is dominated by momentum either from the pre-existing air flow or from the suppressant
flow, captuning the heat release is second order.
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Qualitatively speaking, the most difficult flames to extinguish are those that occur in regions of
the flow that have a sustainable source of fuel and air, a reliable supply of high temperature
products and or radical species for ignition, low velocity gradients (strain) and little likelihood of
having suppressant get to them. Previous studies have identified baffle or step stabilized spray or
pool fires as having these characteristics and examined time scales for suppressant loading, cf.
[12]. The transport into and out-of recirculation zones is governed by pressure differences across
the recirculation zone balanced by the pressure losses due to form drag and skin friction. This
momentum balance will determine the velocity in the recirculation zone and hence the time-rate-
of-change of suppressant concentration within the recirculation zone.

COMPUTATIONAL LIMITATIONS

It is assumed that a numerical simulation capability will be used for evaluation of existing
suppression system designs and newh-etrofit designs. As a design tool, multiple simulations will
be required to produce an answer to the potential improvement of a given design. Hence, an
order of magnitude estimate of the amount of computer time required is equal to the number of
simulations multiplied by the time per simulation. The time per simulation is proportional to the
number of spatial integration points (nodes) multiplied by the number of temporal integration
points (time steps). The number of nodes in a problem is also (effectively) limited by the
memory size of the computer. For workstation level machines and high-end personal computers,
a large problem” for design purposes with the intent to run many simulations is on the order of 105
nodes for short transients (hundreds of time steps). At best, one can expect in the foreseeable
future that multiprocessor workstations will be able to repeatedly simulate 10’ nodes. Only
massively parallel, high performance computers will have higher processing power, but even
they are limited to perhaps 10’ nodes for design problems in the foreseeable future.

Figure 1 shows that the length scale range of important physical processes covers at least six
orders of magnitude (even with assumptions that continuum approximations hold). To get a basic
estimate of how many orders of magnitude in length scale can be simulated with a given number
of nodes, one can take the cube root of the number of nodes. Assuming uniformly spaced grid
nodes, this gives the length-scale range of the numerical simulation. Hence, one can expect to
simulate 1.5 to 2 orders of magnitude in resolvable length scales from 105to 106nodes. Stated
another way, for a given size of computer’ with a given resolution, it would take a machine with
1000 times the existing capability (speed/memory) to obtain one order of magnitude increase in
spatial resolution. Further, an additional factor of 10 to 100 in computer spee~ in the convective
or diffusive regimes, respectively, would be needed to capture the shorter time scales associated
with the increased spatial resolution. Therefore, of order 104to 105improvements are needed for
each decade of length scale resolved. Given that there are at least six decades in length scales of
importance to the problem, clearly numerical integration of all length scales will not be possible
in the foreseeable future.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING ISSUES

In general for the continuum regime, the governing conservation equations, i.e., mass,
momentum and energy are expressed in differential form. To obtain useful solutions, the
equations must be integrated. Over certain flow regimes (e.g., laminar or simple geometry)
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closed form solutions exist for these equations. However, for turbulent flows, no general
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations are currently available. Therefore, the equations must be
integrated numerically in an approximate manner using discrete representations of the equations
evaluated at the node points.

However, we have observed that the number of integration points needed to capture continuum
to compartment length scales is beyond foreseeable computers. Therefore, ideally one would like
general, closed form, integral ‘solutions’ to the physical processes over part of the length scale
regime and approximate numerical integration over the balance. For engineering purposes, the
length scales from the largest down to the scale of the grid affordable (i.e., centimeters if the
problem is order meters) are usually chosen for numerical integration. Thus, one would like
general, closed form, integral ‘solutions’ to the physical processes over the length range from 10-’
m to the centimeter level, about four orders of magnitude. Unfortunately, over this range, the
mathematical description of the physical processes is still the reacting form of the Navier-Stokes
equations for turbulent flows for which no closed form solutions exist.

Therefore, one is left with the inevitable task of coming up with approximations of sufficient
accuracy to the physics in this regime to yield engineering solutions for f~e suppression. The
term applied to the integral approximations required to represent physical processes below the
numerically resolved solution is “subgrid model” or “submodel.” The physics resolved by
numerical integration is usually called the ‘grid solution.’ Given the choices made, Figure 4
shows the split between the grid solution and the subgrid models for the fme suppression problem
in compartments on the order of a meter.

Given the need to use engineering approximations for part of the length and time scale range, and
differential equations for the balance, the differential conservation laws must be modified to
reflect that part of the range that is contained in submodels. This process is called filtering.
Integral filters are passed over the governing Navier-Stokes equations, resulting in filtered terms.
Filtered terms that can only be expressed by the integral effect of the unresolved scales on the
resolved scales must be modeled by subgrid models. Two types of filters are commonly used:
Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes (RANS), cf. [13], a temporal filter, and Large Eddy
Simulation (LES), cf. [14], a spatial filter. In general, the physical and chemical processes are
continuous in time and space so that filtering in one has implicit assumptions in the other. RANS
is the older of the techniques and has a much broader filter width. As a result, modeling is
implied even in the grid resolved solution up to the integral scale of turbulence in the problem.

The physics captured by the grid solution is different for each technique. In general, therefore,
the subgrid models for each will be different, since they need to capture the balance of the
physical processes not captured by the filtered equations. However, for processes that have
length and time scale spectrums completely contained beneath the filter width of either
technique, it is anticipated that there is little difference which filtering is chosen. For this reason,
it is hoped that a subgrid flame extinction model can be somewhat independent of the filtering
technique used other than how convective information is passed to it from the turbulence
momentum exchange process.
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Figure 4. Physics Representation by Grid and Sub-Grid Models

OUTLINE OF A SPECIFIC SUPPRESSION MODEL

Since there is no means of obtaining a f~st-principles solution due to computer hardware
limitations, an unlimited number of approximate approaches maybe taken. In this section, we
will briefly outline one approach that we are currently pursuing.

For a grid filter, we have chosen RANS, beeause LES requirements for wall bounded flows are
currently the subject of significant discussion within the turbulence community [15,16]. For an
overall suite of submodels for capturing fire, we chose the suite used by Magnussen’s group
[17,18,19]. For a sub-grid suppression model, we chose to expand on an approach used for flame
extinction under high strain rate [20].

To lead order, the most important characteristic of a sub-grid flame extinction model is that it
turns off combustion in each cell when conditions dictate that suppression occurs and permits
combustion to occur otherwise. Thus, the output can be a simple ordoff switch with all the
chemistry and physics coupled to the decision of what state the switch should be in for
combustion. This simple approximation ‘pennits a large degree of decoupling with the subgrid
combustion model (of which there are many types) and, therefore, permits implementation into a
variety of models. Its tie to the computational grid solution is through its ordoff effect on the
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combustion model. In other words, if flame extinction occurs, then the filtered source terms in
the conservation equations due to combustion are zeroed out. If not, they are ,unaltered.

The switch can be stated as a Dahmkohler number (Da) as follows:

t
Dacntica,< ~ + Combustion Unaltered

t
chemical

(1)

‘acritid 2
fjbw

—-Combustion Terminated
tchemical

where $m and tchcticol,are characteristic time scales for flow and chemistry, respectively. The
desired characteristic time scale for the flow is the residence time of a fluid particle in the flame
zone. Since flames are a diffusive phenomenon and turbulence dissipation by viscous diffision is
also a diffusive phenomenon, it is reasonable to expect that the two time scales are proportional.
Thus, the Kolmogorov time scale [21] that is based on the viscous dissipation is used as an
estimator of the local residence time in aflame zone. The time scale has a square root of viscous

dissipation term that is taken from the k-&turbulence model. In this manner, turbulence on the
grid is used to estimate the strain at the flame level.

The desired characteristic time scale for the chemistry is that occurring in a flame zone. Since the
species and temperatures vary considerably across diffusive scales, a means of estimating the
correct histories must be made. One method is to use one-dimensional calculations for strained
larninar flames. To reduce the effort required, we use a perfectly stirred reactor (PSR)
assumption, which is a simpler, but perhaps less accurate, approach requiring only a point
calculation..

Therefore, the characteristic chemical time scale is taken to be the blowout time for the PSR. The
blowout time is the minimum residence time below which reactions quench. Thus, it is an
engineering approximation of the minimum chemical time necessary to prevent a flame from
extinguishing. The blowout time varies dramatically as a fimction of pressure, temperature, and
species composition (including suppressants). To capture the chemical effects, full chemistry is
used [4,5]. This choice necessitates the need to pre-calculate these time scales as they are too
computationally expensive to perform during the computer simulation.

If actual time scales were used instead of characteristic time scales using engineering
approximations, then Dactiticalwould have physical significance. As it is, Dactitic~,reflects the lack
of knowledge embedded in the engineering approximations. It must be determined empirically
and is assumed to be a constant. Equation 1 is evaluated for every computational cell where
combustion is occurring at every time step in a transient calculation. In practice, the residence

) is calculated for each cell and is compared to the pre-calculated chemical timetime (tfiow

multiplied by DactiticarIf the residence time is too short, then flame extinction occurs within the
computational cell, otherwise, the flame continues. Fire extinguishment occurs when local flame
extinction occurs everywhere in the domain.
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NEED FOR EXPERIMENTAL DATA SETS

The model contains one new constant, DaCtitiCo,,that must be specified by comparison to well
controlled experimental data. Experiments are underway by Takahasi, Schrnoll, and Belovich
[22,23,24] which will be used to both calibrate the model and determine its range of validity
around the calibration point. The constant will be set by comparing the calculated and measured
suppressant concentration required to extinguish a flame stabilized behind a backward facing
step with a significant imposed velocity over the step. Additional full-scale, in-situ, data are then
needed to confm that the model has engineering usefulness.

CONCLUSIONS

The range of time and length scales involved in fire and its suppression are vast, spanning more
than six orders of magnitude. Given existing and anticipated computational hardware limitations,
first prinicples calculations will not be achievable in the near future. Thus, a combination of grid
resolvable models, that are derived from filtering first principles consemation equations, and sub-
grid models, based on engineering principles such as dimensional reasoning, is required to
adequately simulate fire suppression phenomena. The most important phenomena that must be
captured in a fire suppression model can be characterized by transport processes. At connectively
dominated length scales, the transport of fuel, air, and suppressanrmust be captured, principally
in multiply interconnected recirculation zones created by the complex geometry found in military ~
platforms. At diffusionally dominated length scales, the effect of flame strain due to turbulence
induced velocity gradients on combustion chemistry must be captured. At scales within the
reaction zone that are small compared to diffusional gradients, the effect of suppressant dilution,
heat capacity, and kinetic interaction (such as radical scavenging) on the heat releasing reactions
must be captured. Since f~st principles calculations cannot be made, experimental data for
calibration, validation, and confirmation of the usefulness of the methodology in real, complex
environments is required.
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